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Summary

This paper presents the validation of a software-defined baseband (SDB) system for

satellite telemetry and telecommand (TM/TC). The baseband system was developed

using the open-source GNU Radio development kit. It runs on a personal computer

connected to a commercial-off-the-shelf (CoTS) RF frontend. The validation process

was performed by the use of a mission-qualified satellite emulator, a state-of-the-art

baseband unit, and orbiting satellites. The baseband is designed to offer multimission

support. Hence, it includes a suite of modulation schemes, line codes, matched filters,

and Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) forward error correc-

tion codes (convolutional, Reed–Solomon, concatenated, and low-density parity-

check [LDPC]) typically employed in TM/TC missions. The figures of merit used for

the validation of the TM receiver are bit error rate (BER) and frame error rate (FER).

For the TC transmitter, the validated features are modulation index, power spectrum,

and the physical layer operations procedures (PLOP).

Graphical Abstract We present the validation of a software-defined baseband sys-

tem for satellite ground operations. Based on low-cost software-defined radios, the

baseband show minimal performance degradation in a laboratory environement.

Infield tests shows that the baseband is capable of supporting ground operations for

orbiting satellites.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Satellite telemetry and telecommand (TM/TC) is a crucial part of every space mission. It involves the gathering, collection, and processing of

spacecraft onboard data to ensure the unerring operation of the satellite.1 Typically, the TM/TC subsystem aboard a satellite includes one or more

transponders associated with quasi-omnidirectional antennas to ensure RF link availability from the ground.2 The TM/TC system on the ground

typically includes a baseband system, a device that performs radio functions including transmission, reception, and forward error correction (FEC).

In this paper, we present the validation of a low-cost software-defined baseband (SDB) system developed using the open-source GNU Radio

software-defined radio (SDR) development kit.3 The SDB system runs on a standard Linux computer connected to the Ettus USRP X3104

commercial-off-the-shelf (CoTS) RF frontend. The SDB system is primarily optimized for Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems

(CCSDS) category A (less than two million kilometers) missions operating in S-band.
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Reliability is a paramount feature of any baseband system involved in TM/TC ground operations. To achieve reliability for the SDB system,

the authors begun with an extensive analysis of the functional design, which was presented in a previous work.5 This was followed by the verifica-

tion process which involved extensive simulations, evaluation, and optimization of the SDB system performance. A small part of this verification

process, which was done for binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) and several CCSDS FEC codes, was presented by the authors in another work.6

The next step required to ensure the reliability of the SDB system is validation, a process that is carried out on a laboratory testbed and orbiting

satellites and is the subject of this paper. In the validation campaign, the SDB system was subjected to a suite of validation tests that were agreed

upon after a discussion with different stakeholders including satellite operators and TM/TC transponder manufacturers. The suite of validation

tests is based on standard industrial satellite-ground station compatibility tests such as those presented by Liu et al.7 It should be noted that the

TM and TC communication links have different requirements and hence different validation tests, as shown in Figure 1. The validation tests on

the TC transmitter include the characterization of modulation index, power spectrum, and the end-to-end validation of the physical layer opera-

tions procedures (PLOP). The validation tests on the TM receiver include bit error rate (BER) for bit synchronization and frame error rate (FER)

characterization for CCSDS FEC codes. 8

The hardware testbed consists of a state-of-the-art (SoTA) baseband unit, a satellite emulator, a spectrum analyzer, and a 70-MHz IF interface

connected to an antenna switch matrix that enables communication with orbiting satellites. The testbed was configured for two separate setups

for TM receiver and TC transmitter validation. For the TM receiver validation, the output of the SoTA baseband was connected to the input port

of the SDB system. On the other hand, the SDB TC transmitter was validated by directly connecting the output of the SDB system to a spectrum

F IGURE 1 Block diagram of the SDB system. The system runs on a
Linux computer. The SDR frontend, Ettus USRP X310, interfaces the
system with the RF environment, which is typically an IF port
connected to a TM/TC antenna. The TC transmitter performance was
validated by the characterization of modulation index, power spectrum,
and the end-to-end validation of the physical layer operations
procedures (PLOP). On the other hand, the TM receiver performance
was validated by BER and FER characterization [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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analyzer for the characterization of modulation index and power spectrum. The end-to-end validation of the TC transmitter PLOP function was

performed by connecting the output of the SDB system to the satellite emulator.

To the best of our knowledge, most of the publicly available literature sources that detail the performance of TM/TC basebands do not take

into account realistic channel conditions encountered in TM/TC links. Thus, they do not address the related synchronization issues. Baldi et al.

presented the performance evaluation of the new TC coding options in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)9 and jamming channels.10 Both

scenarios assumed perfect synchronization. The continuation work by Baldi et al11 presented the performance of TM/TC links in a channel with

solar scintillations. This work also assumed perfect synchronization. The final work by Baldi et al on the topic employs the ENTRust simulator that

takes into account channel impairments including orbital, plasma, and AWGN.12 An extensive analysis of loop bandwidth optimization is pres-

ented. However, the work does not involve a physical hardware-based testbed. Thus, it does not consider the effects of hardware tolerances and

their effects on synchronization. Mwakyanjala et al6 presented the evaluation of TM receiver performance under simulated channel conditions.

This evaluation did not involve a laboratory testbed, and thus, it did not fully capture the synchronization issues. An elaborate evaluation of low-

density parity-check (LDPC) and Turbo decoders for a TM receiver was presented by Andrews et al.13 The evaluation was performed on an

FPGA-based testbed at the NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Similarly, this work considered only AWGN. Thus, none of the issues related

to synchronization were presented.

In this paper, we present the validation campaign of the SDB TC transmitter and TM receiver on a laboratory testbed that emulates realistic

channel conditions in S-band TM/TC links along with impairments associated with low-cost CoTS RF frontends. We show that the power spec-

trum from the SDB transmitter radiating from the CoTS RF frontend conforms to theoretical models. Characterization of the TC transmitter mod-

ulation index results in curves that are very close to theoretical models. Using the satellite emulator, we demonstrate that the TC transmitter can

transmit the PLOP carrier modulation modes (CMMs) as expected. We also show that, after extensive optimization of synchronization parameters

to account for channel impairments, in particular Costas loop bandwidth, the performance of the SDB TM receiver receiving from the CoTS RF

frontend is within 1 dB of ideal performance for uncoded BPSK when an optimum Costas loop bandwidth from 0.15% to 0.5% of the symbol rate

is employed. For coded BPSK, the performance is compared to CCSDS Green Book curves.14 We show that this is within 1 dB for the Reed–

Solomon code, 2 dB for the convolutional code, and 2 dB for concatenated codes. Through simulations, we show that the SDB LDPC decoder

performs comparably to the CCSDS reference decoder. In this work, we do not take into account the validation of Turbo codes. This can be found

in Baldi et al11 and Andrews et al.13 Finally, we show that the SDB is capable of operating in a realistic TM/TC scenario by communicating with

three different orbiting satellites.

The paper is organized into six sections. Section 2 presents an overview of the SDB functional analysis and the hardware testbed. Section 3

presents the validation methodology for the SDB TC transmitter. Section 4 covers the validation methodology for the SDB TM receiver for coded

and uncoded BPSK. Section 5 presents field validation of the SDB TM receiver by a suite of orbiting satellites tracked from the Esrange Space Sta-

tion in Kiruna, Sweden. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 | SDB FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS AND THE HARDWARE TESTBED

In this section, we present the functional analysis of the SDB system and the hardware testbed. The functional analysis presents the functional

breakdown of the TM/TC radio functions that compose the SDB system. The testbed covers the laboratory setup that was used during the

validation campaign.

2.1 | SDB functional analysis

The SDB system is designed to support multiple TM/TC missions. For that reason, the TC transmitter supports three modulation schemes for

what CCSDS defines as low-, medium-, and high-rate modulations. These are PCM/PSK/PM, PCM/PM, and BPSK with maximum bit rates of

4000 bps, 25,6000 bps, and 2.048 Mbps,15 respectively. The TM receiver supports multiple modulation schemes including BPSK, quadrature

phase-shift keying (QPSK), offset QPSK (oQPSK), pulse code modulation/frequency and phase modulations (PCM/PM, PCM/FM), and Gaussian

minimum shift keying (GMSK).16 The TM receiver also supports several matched filters including square-root-raised cosine (SRRC), raised cosine

(RC), and integrate-and-dump (IDF) filters. Two variations of line codes commonly used in satellite TM/TC17; non-return-to-zero-level/mark/space

(NRZ-L/M/S) and biphase-L/M/S are supported by both the TM receiver and the TC transmitter. The functional breakdown of the SDB is summa-

rized in Figure 2. A more comprehensive functional analysis of the SDB system, which includes telemetry, telecommand, and ranging was pres-

ented by the authors in a previous work. 5

The TC transmitter is illustrated in the upper part of Figure 2. Telecommands are received by the MCC data transfer interface (Function 1.0).

TC transfer is performed by APIs native to the SDB system since CCSDS SLE transfer services,18 including forward space packet (FSP), forward

TC virtual channel access (FTCVCA), forward TC frame (FTCF), as well as forward communications link transmission unit (FCLTU) have been
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implemented in a separate proprietary package. The received TCs are further processed by FEC and frame generation (Function 2.0) to generate

channel link transfer units (CLTU) after optional randomization and FEC encoding. The FEC codes specified in the standard19 are BCH and two

families of LDPC codes, namely, LDPC(n¼128, k¼64) and LDPC (n¼512, k¼256). The encoded CLTUs are transferred to the bit modulation

function (Function 3.0) for transmission to the spacecraft.

To maximize the acceptance rate of TCs, the CCSDS standard proposes the use of an acknowledgment-based close-loop procedure referred

to as the PLOP.19 In this procedure, the ground station transmits CMMs which the satellite acknowledges by sending the communications link

control word (CLCW) NO RF AVAILABLE and NO BIT LOCK flags. Upon the reception of CLTUs, the PLOP starts by transmitting an unmodulated

carrier (CMM-1). When the satellite locks to the carrier, it transmits the NO RF AVAILABLE to the ground station. Upon the reception of the NO

RF AVAILABLE flag, the ground station transmits an acquisition sequence (CMM-2) and optionally an idle sequence (CMM-4). When the satellite

bit synchronizer locks to the acquisition sequence, it transmits the NO BIT LOCKflag to the ground station. Upon the reception of the NO BIT

LOCK, the ground station transmits modulated CLTUs (CMM-3) and optionally the CMM-4 idle sequence. The operation of versions 1 and 2 of

the PLOP is illustrated in Figure 3. The I/Q samples from the PLOP are transferred to the hardware frontend through a hardware interface such

as the Ettus UHD. 20

The lower part of Figure 2 illustrates the functional design of the TM receiver. The first functional unit (Function 1.0) summarizes the opera-

tions of the bit synchronizer. The I/Q samples are received from a hardware interface such as the Ettus USRP Hardware Driver (UHD).20 The

demodulation, synchronization, and equalization functions generate soft symbols, which are delivered to the CCSDS FEC decoding and frame syn-

chronization21 functions (Function 2.0). The supported FEC codes are convolutional, Reed–Solomon, concatenated, and C2 LDPC code. There is

also an optional derandomizer, which can be used to improve bit transition density. The frame synchronizer is based on finite state machines

(FSM) with SEARCH, CHECK, FLYWHEEL, and LOCK states as recommended by CCSDS standards.14 The channel data access units (CADU)s

F IGURE 2 System architecture [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 3 Signal sequence for the physical layer operations procedure versions 1 and 2 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.
com]
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extracted by Function 2.0 are delivered to the mission control center (MCC) data delivery interface (Function 3.0) for delivery to the end-user.

The delivery is performed by APIs native to the SDB system. Similarly, the CCSDS space link extension (SLE) delivery services18 including return

all frames (RAF), return channel frames (RCF), return frame secondary header (RFSH), return operational control field (ROCF), and return space

packet (RSP) have been implemented in another proprietary package.

2.2 | Hardware testbed

The upper part of Figure 4 illustrates the testbed setup for the SDB TC transmitter. The SDB system runs on a Linux computer connected to the

USRP X310 through an ethernet connection. The physical characteristics of the TC transmitter including modulation index and power spectrum

are validated by a spectrum analyzer connected to the output port of the USRP X310. The TM receiver of the SoTA baseband unit is used to vali-

date the integrity of TC transfer frames transmitted by the SDB. The PLOP validation encompasses validation of the entire TC transmitter chain,

which is facilitated by the use of the satellite emulator compliant with CCSDS TC space link,22TC synchronization and FEC coding,19 as well as

the command operations procedure (COP). 23

The validation setup for the SDB TM receiver is illustrated in the lower part of Figure 4. The TC transmitter of the SoTA baseband unit is used

to emulate a satellite TM transponder for BER and FER measurements. In addition to the generation of TM transfer frames needed for BER and

FER measurements, the baseband unit also introduces modulator I/Q imbalance, frequency instability, and symbol rate offset as would a realistic

TM transponder (Txp). The baseband unit has an internal AWGN generator which sets the operating carrier power-to-noise spectral density

(C/No) for accurate BER and FER measurements. The baseband is also equipped with a frequency sweeping unit which has been repurposed to

emulate Doppler shift and rate. A complete list of channel impairments considered during BER and FER measurements and their sources are

summarized in Table 1.

In addition to BER and FER measurements by the baseband unit, the SDB system must be further validated against orbiting satellites. Thus,

the hardware testbed includes an IF interface to a parabolic dish antenna configured to receive signals from orbiting S-band satellites. In this

setup, the channel model includes transponder amplifier nonlinearities, output multiplexer (OMUX) delay spread, symbol timing offsets, orbital

dynamics for category A missions (e.g., Doppler shift and rate), TM/TC station impairments including phase noise, phase offset, and frequency off-

set. The impairments also include SDR frontend distortions, including phase noise, I/Q-imbalance, and DC offset. 6

F IGURE 4 The hardware testbed [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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3 | LABORATORY VALIDATION OF THE TELECOMMAND TRANSMITTER

The flowgraph used for the validation of the TC transmitter is illustrated in Figure 5. On the left side of the flowgraph, there are message strobes

that generate TCs and CLCW NO RF AVAILABLE and NO BIT LOCK flags.22 The strobes generate messages after 1, 5, and 10 s, respectively. The

TC Multiplexer block reformats the generated TCs into valid TC transfer frames. The transfer frames are received by the PLOP block after CLTU

generation. Both PLOP-1 and PLOP-2 are supported. The CMM-1 and CMM-2 check options specify whether the PLOP waits for NO RF AVAIL-

ABLE and NO BIT LOCK flags, respectively. The waiting time is specified in seconds by the RF Set and Fall times, respectively. The locations of the

flags are specified by the respective byte offsets and masks. The CMMs generated by the PLOP are modulated and transmitted by the TC Modu-

lator, which supports PCM/PSK/PM, PCM/PM, and BPSK modulations. The modulator provides sinusoid and square subcarriers for PCM/PSK/

PM. To avoid interference with ranging signals, the modulator provides the carrier frequency argument, which can be used to specify the center

frequency of the TC signals.

The suite of tests for validation of the TC transmitter includes the characterization of the modulation index and the radiated power spectrum.

The tests were performed for a PCM/BPSK/PM signal with a bit rate of 2000 bps and a 16,000-Hz sinusoid subcarrier. The modulation index

used was 1 radian.

3.1 | Power spectrum characterization

Power spectrum characterization validates the ability of the SDB system to transmit a signal with accurate bit rate, carrier, and subcarrier frequen-

cies. The power spectrum of the PCM/BPSK/PM signal is given by the equation24

S fð Þ¼PT J20 βð Þδ f� fcð Þþ
X
iEven

J2i βð Þ δ f� fc� ifscð Þþδ f� fcþ ifscð Þ½ �þ
X
kOdd

J2k βð Þ Sd f� fc�kfscð ÞþSd f� fcþkfscð Þ½ �
" #

, f≥0 ð1Þ

TABLE 1 Channel impairments
introduced by the testbed during bit
error rate (BER) and frame error rate
(FER) measurements

Impairments Baseband unit SDR frontend Value

Txp Modulator I/Q imbalance X –

Txp Frequency instability X –

Txp Symbol rate offset X –

Sweep range X �150KHz

Sweep rate X �3KHz=s

AWGN X –

SDR phase noise X –

SDR clock instability X –

SDR I/Q imbalance X –

Abbreviations: AWGN, additive white Gaussian noise; SDR, software-defined radio.

F IGURE 5 GNU Radio flowgraph for the SDB TC transmitter [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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where β is the modulation index, Jk :ð Þ is the kth-order Bessel function, fc and fsc are carrier and subcarrier frequency, respectively. The power

spectrum of the underlying line code is presented by Sd fð Þ given by the equation24

Sd fð Þ¼

1
Rs

sin2 πf=Rsð Þ
πf=Rsð Þ2

For NRZ�Shaped Data

1
Rs

sin4 πf=2Rsð Þ
πf=2Rsð Þ4 For Biphase�Shaped Data

8>>><
>>>:

ð2Þ

The first term in Equation (1) represents the residual carrier, the second term represents intermodulation loss components, and the last term

represents the data components. For modulation indices between 0.1 and 1.5, the information is concentrated at the first Bessel image. For this

reason, the significant intermodulation component is concentrated at the first even Bessel function, that is, i¼ 2. This is located at a frequency

which is twice the subcarrier frequency away from the residual carrier. Similarly, the significant data component is concentrated at the first odd

Bessel function, that is, k ¼ 1. This is located at a frequency that is one subcarrier frequency away from the residual carrier. The signal spectrum

can be validated by comparing the theoretical spectrum predicted by Equation (1) with a signal transmitted by the SDB.

The upper part of Figure 6 illustrates the theoretical signal spectrum from Equation(1). The lower part Figure 6 illustrates the signal spectrum

when an acquisition sequence (CMM-2) was transmitted by the flowgraph of Figure 5 and captured by a spectrum analyzer. As expected, both

spectra show the 2000 bps data signal at 16,000 Hz from the carrier. The intermodulation loss components can be seen at 32,000 Hz from the

carrier, twice the subcarrier frequency.

3.2 | Modulation index characterization

The power and subcarrier components, Pc and Pd, can be directly derived from Equation (1). These are, respectively,

Pc ¼PTJ
2
0 βð Þ ð3Þ

Pd ¼2PTJ
2
1 βð Þ ð4Þ

The remaining power represents the power in intermodulation components. The two equations above demonstrate that power allocation is

directly dependent on the modulation index, β. Thus, for power limited communication systems, the modulation index represents the tradeoff

between synchronization accuracy and achievable bit rate. Therefore, the modulation index of the SDB TC transmitter must be validated.

One way of validating the modulation index is through the measurement of carrier power drop before and after data modulation. This is the

same as carrier power drop between PLOP CMM-1 and CMM-2 as illustrated in Figure 6 for a modulation index of 1 radian. The power drop is

mathematically given by the equation

Δ¼�20Log Jo βð Þð Þ ð5Þ

Illustrated in Figure 7 is the measured carrier power drop for modulation indices ranging from 0.4 to 1.4 radians. The power drop is very close

to theoretical values. This observation concludes that the SDB TC transmitter is performing as expected.

3.3 | Physical layer operations procedures

The validation of the PLOP entails the validation of the entire SDB TC link. The process was performed in two stages. The first stage was aimed

at the validation of CLTU generation function, byte endianness, line codes, and modulation schemes. The first stage was performed by connecting

the output of the SDB transmitter to the SoTA baseband TM receiver. The synchronization threshold of the baseband receiver was set to zero,

that is, no errors on the attached synchronization marker (ASM) were tolerated. The SDB transmitter was configured with BCH(n¼64, k¼56)

FEC code along with all permutations of modulation schemes (PCM/BPSK/PM, PCM/PM, and BPSK) and line codes (NRZ-L/M/S and BP-L/M/S).

The data received by the SoTA baseband showed validly formatted CLTUs with proper byte endianness for all permutations. On the other hand,

the CLTUs with LDPC (n¼128, k¼64) and LDPC (n¼512, k¼256) FECs were instead verified by software simulations, with special TC frames

capable of “sifting” rows of the LDPC generator matrices specified in tables 4-1 and 4-2 of the latest CCSDS blue book.19 The rows of table 4-1

(1st, 17th, 33rd, or 49th), which correspond to LDPC(n¼128, k¼64), were sifted by 64-bit TC frames with a one in a corresponding position

(i.e., all zeros except bit 1, 17, 33, or 49). Similarly, the rows of table 4-2 (1st, 65th, 129th, or 193rd), which correspond to LDPC (n¼512, k¼128

MWAKYANJALA ET AL. 7



F IGURE 6 Power spectra for PCM/PSK/PM signals. The upper figure illustrates the theoretical power spectrum plotted from (1). The lower
figure illustrates the modulated acquisition sequence (CMM-2) spectrum captured by a spectrum analyzer [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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), were sifted by 256-bit TC frames with a one in a corresponding position (i.e., all zeros except bit 1, 65, 129, or 193). The experiments with the

SoTA were performed for thousands of packets with a 100% success rate.

Finally, the output of the SDB transmitter with BCH-encoded CLTUs was connected to the satellite emulator for the validation of the PLOP

sequence illustrated in Figure 3 in Section 2.1. To emulate a realistic scenario where the CLCW flags are not provided due to security reasons, the

satellite emulator was not configured to send CLCW NO RF AVAILABLE and NO BIT LOCK flags. The flags were instead emulated by the message

strobes as illustrated by the flowgraph of Figure 5. The strobes generated the CLTUs, CLCW NO RF AVAILABLE, and NO BIT LOCK flags22 after

1, 5, and 10 s, respectively. The timeout for NO RF AVAILABLE and NO BIT LOCK flags are specified by the CMM-1 RF Set Time and CMM-2 RF

Fall Time which were set to 10 and 15 s, respectively. If the timeout expires before a CLCW flag is received, the PLOP sequence terminates and

reports a failure. The interaction between the SDB and the satellite emulator for PLOP-2 is illustrated by the time sequence in Figure 8. The

statuses of the emulator PLL and bit lock are displayed on the right side of the time-sequence diagram.

When the first CLTU is received at t¼1 s, the SDB transmits the CMM-1 signal and waits for the NO RF AVAILABLE. The NO RF AVAILABLE

is received at t¼5 s, 5 s before CMM-1 RF Set Time timeout. Upon the reception of the NO RF AVAILABLE, the SDB transmits the CMM-2 signal

and waits for the NO BIT LOCK flag, which is received at t¼10 seconds, 10 s before CMM-2 RF Fall Time timeout. At this point, the

satellite emulator had achieved both PLL and bit lock, a condition necessary for the satellite emulator to allow CLTU (CMM-3) reception. When

CMM-3 is transmitted, the satellite emulator successfully receives the 10 CLTUs. The experiment was repeated several times with a 100%

success rate.

4 | LABORATORY VALIDATION OF THE TELEMETRY RECEIVER

In this section, we present the results from the validation campaign of the SDB TM receiver against the hardware testbed. The SDB TM

receiver is validated by BER and FER performance measured after signal reception from the SoTA baseband unit. The SDB TM receiver consists

of bit and frame synchronization along with FEC decoding blocks. The ultimate validation test for bit synchronization is BER. The frame synchroni-

zation and FEC decoding block can be validated through both BER and FER measurements. The validation process was performed on all

supported modulation schemes and line codes. However, in this work, we will concentrate on the BPSK modulation scheme only along with four

out of the five supported CCSDS FEC codes namely convolutional, Reed–Solomon, concatenated, and LDPC codes.

F IGURE 7 The relationship between SDB modulation index and carrier power drop [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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4.1 | Validation of BPSK bit synchronization

The flowgraph of the BPSK receiver is illustrated in Figure 9. The I/Q signals are received from the RF frontend at 4 Mbaud, four times higher

than the bit rate, 1 Mbps. The automatic gain control (AGC) is used to maintain a fixed signal amplitude, which is necessary for synchronization

blocks that require a constant-level signal. An FFT-based carrier acquisition tracks a carrier generated by square law and uses it to shift the

received signal to baseband. Following carrier frequency recovery is matched filtering and symbol time recovery. Symbol time recovery is per-

formed by the maximum likelihood time error detector (TED). Symbol time recovery is followed by an equalizer which eliminates any remaining

ISI. Typically, there is no pilot signal associated with the TM link. Therefore, a blind equalizer, based on the constant modulus algorithm (CMA)25

with variable step-size is used.26 The final step is carrier phase recovery, which is performed by the Costas loop. This is followed by the frame syn-

chronization of CADUs and the measurement of BER performance by the pseudorandom binary signal (PRBS) sink block. The Costas loop is also

followed by a histogram at the bottom of the flowgraph that measures constellation statistics.

During the validation process, several parameters for different blocks were optimized to maximize BER performance. The BER performance

was particularly sensitive to the loop bandwidth of the Costas loop, as shown in the BER curves of Figure 10. The optimum loop bandwidth, which

ranges between 0.15% and 0.5% of the symbol rate, will be assumed throughout this paper.

For the completion of the validation test, signal statistics after bit synchronization were also validated against theory as shown in Figure 11.

Before synchronization, both in-phase and quadrature signals were zero mean and Gaussian distributed. The phase was uniformly distributed

between 0 and 2π. After synchronization, the quadrature signal maintained the same distribution while the in-phase signal becomes a sum of two

Gaussian distributions with a ±1 mean, as predicted by theory.

F IGURE 8 Time sequence illustrating the interaction between the SDB and the satellite emulator [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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4.2 | Validation of Reed–Solomon decoder

The flowgraph for the BPSK receiver with a Reed–Solomon decoder is illustrated in Figure 12. The decoder receives RS codeblocks from the

frame synchronizer. The multistate (SEARCH, CHECK, FLYWHEEL, LOCK) FSM frame synchronizer described in section 2 is used. The ASM

pattern is found by a bit-by-bit with input hard bits. An ASM is found when the comparison logic output has fewer unmatched bits than the

synchronization threshold.

F IGURE 9 GNU Radio flowgraph illustrating the implementation of a BPSK receiver [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 10 BER performance for BPSK. The optimum loop bandwidth, which ranges between 0.15% and 0.5% of the symbol rate will be
assumed throughout this paper [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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The first parameter of the decoder is the family of the Reed–Solomon code. The CCSDS RS(255,223) and RS(255,239) families along with

conventional and dual-basis data encodings are supported. The FERT and WERT flags enable FER and WER measurement. These are calculated in

terms of transmitted and received number of frames and words respectively. For an end-to-end link, FER and WER are also influenced by the

frame synchronizer. Therefore, another block outside the Reed–Solomon decoder is required for more accurate FER and WER measurements.

The Pass All flag of the RS decoder is thus enabled, and the FERT and WERT flags are disabled. To accurately perform FER and WER measure-

ments, each frame header is encoded with a 64-bit sequence number along with a 16-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) tail. The frame sequence

number represents the number of transmitted frames. The message count block receives frames from the RS decoder. Using the CRC, the mes-

sage count block keeps track of the number of valid frames received. Thus, the block can accurately calculate FER and WER. The same PRBS block

used for measuring the BER of uncoded BPSK is also used in this case.

The performance curves for nonshortened CCSDS RS(255,223) and RS(255,239) are illustrated in Figure 13. An interleave depth of I¼1 is

used as interleave depth does not influence the performance of nonconcatenated Reed–Solomon codes. The performance loss for both codes

is approximately 1 dB with respect to figs 5-7 and 5-8 of CCSDS green book performance curves.14 The loss is attributed to the synchronization

loss of the Costas loop. The loss is exacerbated by a low loop signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) reduced by coding. However, the loss is not too severe

due to the high coding rate of the two codes. In this regard, the optimization of loop bandwidth of the Costas loop is of paramount importance.

An optimum loop bandwidth of 0.2% of the bit rate was used in this case.

F IGURE 11 Signal statistics before and after synchronization [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 12 GNU Radio flowgraph illustrating the implementation of a BPSK receiver with a Reed–Solomon decoder [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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4.3 | Validation of convolutional decoder

The convolutional code specified by the CCSDS standards is a rate-1/2 code with a constraint length of K¼7. The encoder produces two bits for

every input bit. For successful decoding, the order of encoded bits must be preserved. However, in practical communications, the decoder has no

way of knowing which bit comes first. This is the classical node synchronization problem for convolutional codes.14 The approach adopted in this

work was the use of frame synchronization for both node and CADU synchronization. This approach takes advantage of the constant encoded

ASM. For a standard 32-bit ASM, the CCSDS CC(7,1/2) encoder produces a 64-bit pattern consisting of a 12-bit unknown pattern depending on

the previous CADU and a constant 52-bit pattern. The 52-bit pattern is correlated against received soft symbols thereby achieving both node and

soft frame synchronization simultaneously.

The soft frame synchronizer belongs to the family of argmax frame synchronizers described in CCSDS Green Book.14 It accepts floating-point

complex input. The complex input is quantized with an 8-bit resolution. The metrics used during correlation were precomputed and stored in a

lookup table. The use of lookup tables significantly improves throughput. The quantized soft input is first split into odd and even positions and

correlated against rotated variations of the 52-bit constant encoded ASM pattern. The four rotations correspond to no phase shift (0�), 90� phase

shift, I/Q swap (180� phase shift), and 90� phase shift and I/Q swap (270� phase shift). The argmax matching function is based on the simplified

Massey algorithm given by27

f s,yð Þ¼ 0 signðyÞ¼ s

� yj j otherwise

�
ð6Þ

where y is the input soft bits and s is the synchronization pattern. The output is zero when there is a perfect match. Otherwise, the output is the

number of symbols with the wrong sign qualified by their magnitude. An ASM is found when the output of the matching function is less than

the synchronization threshold. Unlike the hard frame synchronizers used for uncoded BPSK and RS codes in Figures 10 and 13, the synchroniza-

tion threshold for the correlation-based soft frame synchronizer is much higher. As illustrated in the flowgraph of Figure 14, a synchronization

threshold of 25 bits was used. After an ASM is found, the same FSM logic with SEARCH, CHECK, FLYWHEEL, and LOCK states is used.

The procedure presented for Reed–Solomon codes for FER and BER measurements was also employed for the CC(7,1/2) convolutional

decoder. The decoder works on the 8-bit quantized soft frames from the frame synchronizer. The log-likelihood metrics used by the decoder were

precomputed for 8-bit soft values and saved in a lookup table. The traceback length used was 48 bits. The performance curves for CC(7,1/2) code

F IGURE 13 Validation of Reed–Solomon decoder [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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are illustrated in Figure 15. There is a performance loss of 2.1 dB in BER and 0.7 dB in FER performance with respect to figs 4-10 and 4-11 of the

CCSDS Green book.14 Much the same as Reed–Solomon and other FEC codes, the coding rate of the CC(7,1/2) introduces a 3-dB reduction in

transmitted power and hence received C/No. This results in a significant reduction of loop SNR which attributes to high synchronization errors at

low Eb/No values. The degradation of BER and FER performance also depends on frame synchronization strategy. The synchronization threshold

must be optimized.

4.4 | Validation of concatenated Reed–Solomon and convolutional decoders

The flowgraph for BPSK with concatenated Reed–Solomon and convolutional decoder is illustrated in Figure 16. Concatenated codes are sensi-

tive to interleave depth. The BER and FER performances improve with increasing interleave depth as illustrated in figs 6-6, 6-7, 6-8, and 6-9 of

F IGURE 14 GNU Radio flowgraph illustrating the implementation of a BPSK receiver with a Viterbi decoder [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 15 Validation of CCSDS CC(7,1/2) decoder [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the CCSDS Green book.14 In this validation test, an interleave depth of 1 was selected to represent the worst-case performance of concatenated

codes. As presented in Section 4.3, node and frame synchronization are jointly performed with a synchronization threshold of 25 bits. On the

other hand, Reed–Solomon decoding is performed as described in Section 4.2.

As it can be seen in Figure 17, both BER and FER performance of the concatenated decoders suffer degradation of 2 dB with respect to

figs 6-6, 6-7, 6-8, and 6-9 of the CCSDS Green book.14 The degradation is attributed to synchronization losses caused by reduced loop SNR

which is a consequence of employing a low-rate FEC code.28 The low coding rates of the concatenated CC(7,1/2) with RS(255,223) and

RS(255,239) codes lower the transmitted power and hence the received C/No by �3.6 and �3.3 dB, respectively. Thus, the degradation can be

mitigated by further optimization of Costas loop bandwidth28 as well as the synchronization strategy.

4.5 | Verification of LDPC decoder

The CCSDS standard8 specifies two families of LDPC codes for TM links. The high-rate family, LDPC C2 (n¼8160, k¼7136)29 is specified for

near-Earth (CCSDS category A) missions. The second family based on accumulate, repeat-by-4, jagged accumulate (AR4JA)30 is a low-rate LDPC

family specified for deep space (CCSDS category B) missions. The implemented LDPC decoder is transparent to the LDPC family used. However,

since the SDB is customized for near-Earth missions, we only focus on the C2 code. The C2 LDPC encoder and decoder have been successfully

integrated into the testbed. However, validation tests were not run. Thus, we rely on software simulations, and hence, the process becomes verifi-

cation rather than validation.

The implemented decoder is based on the belief-propagation algorithm. The algorithm operates by iteratively passing extrinsic information

between variable nodes and check nodes in a Tanner graph constructed from the LDPC parity check matrix.31 The extrinsic information between

variable nodes (denoted by vi) and check nodes (denoted by cj) are respectively updated according to the equations

vi ¼ λiþ
X
j≠ i

cj ð7Þ

and

cj ¼2tanh�1
Y
j≠ i

tanh
vi
2

 !
ð8Þ

with all values expressed in log-likelihood ratios (LLR).8

F IGURE 16 GNU Radio flowgraph illustrating the implementation of a BPSK receiver with concatenated Reed–Solomon and Viterbi
decoders [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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The flowgraph of the LDPC simulation under BPSK is illustrated in Figure 18. Of particular importance is the LdpcCaduSync block. In addition

to frame synchronization, the LdpcCaduSync block also performs LDPC decoding. The frame synchronization parameters have already been

described in the previous sections. The parameters corresponding to LDPC decoding are the number of decoding iterations and an Alist file. The

Alist format32 is used to conveniently represent large LDPC parity check matrices, such as the 1022�8176 C2 parity check matrix in this case.

The performance of LDPC codes depends on the code as well as the implementation of the decoder. Thus, the CCSDS green book14 uses the

performance of the JPL decoder performance as a reference.13 The performance curves for the JPL and SDB LDPC decoders are illustrated in

Figure 19 for a small range of Eb/No values. Higher Eb/No values were not simulated due to the computational demand required to perform mea-

surements at a high confidence level.

F IGURE 17 Validation of concatenated CCSDS Reed–Solomon and CC(7,1/2) decoders [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.
com]

F IGURE 18 GNU Radio flowgraph illustrating the implementation of a BPSK receiver with LDPC decoder [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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5 | FIELD VALIDATION OF THE TELEMETRY RECEIVER BY ORBITING SATELLITES

The SDB system was further validated by receiving telemetry from CCSDS-compliant LEO satellites operating in S-band. In this scenario, the SDB

TM receiver was subjected to all the channel impairments in Table 1. A suite of satellites was selected to validate the modulation schemes

supported by the SDB TM receiver. The three satellites, hereby referred to as satellites 1, 2, and 3, employ concatenated convolutional and

Reed–Solomon codes. Validation with orbiting satellites poses several challenges to the evaluation of BER and FER. The two performance metrics

are difficult to evaluate in this setting because the data in the TM transfer frames are not known a priori. Even if the data are known apriori, the

C/No values are not known and vary with time according to the satellite trajectory. And finally, even if the data content of the TM transfer frames

and C/No values are known apriori, a typical LEO satellite pass lasts for about 10 min, which makes it hard to evaluate the performance metrics at

any meaningful confidence level. Therefore, a rudimentary way for validating bit synchronization of the TM receiver is by observing the constella-

tion diagrams of the demodulated signals. Since all the candidate satellites employ concatenated codes, the number of errors reported by the

decoders can also provide a rudimentary way of validating the FEC decoding functionality.

F IGURE 19 Verification of the LDPC decoder [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 20 Received and demodulated signals from satellite 1 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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The power spectrum of the received signal from satellite 1 is illustrated on the left side of Figure 20. The satellite transmits a BPSK signal with

a data rate of 2,000,000 bps. The SDB TM receiver sampled the transmitted signal at four samples per symbol. Since satellite 1 uses a square

pulse-shaping filter, the integrate-and-dump filter was used as the SDB matched filter. The signal constellation after demodulation is illustrated on

the right side of Figure 20. The operating SNR is estimated to vary between 15.77 and 19.51 dBs. The Viterbi decoder was monitored for error

rate, which was found to be zero. Further validation was provided by the Reed–Solomon decoder, which also reported zero frame and word

error rates.

Satellite 2 transmits TM data at a rate of 235,294 bps. The modulation scheme used is QPSK, pulse-shaped by the square filter. The transmitted

signal was sampled at four samples per symbol, which for QPSK, is equivalent to twice the bit rate. The power spectrum of the received signal is

illustrated on the left side of Figure 21. The constellation diagram of the demodulated signal is illustrated on the right. The operating SNR is estimated

to vary between 12.1 and 23 dBs. In this case, the Viterbi and Reed–Solomon decoders also reported error-free performance.

Satellite 3 was used to validate the SDB oQPSK modulation scheme. As illustrated in Figure 22, an SRRC pulse-shaping filter is employed to

transmit the TM data at a rate of 1,024,000 bps. The constellation diagram of the demodulated signal is illustrated on the right side of Figure 22.

The operating SNR is estimated to vary between 12 and 14 dBs. Similar to the previous two cases, the Viterbi and Reed–Solomon decoders

reported error-free performance.

F IGURE 21 Received and demodulated signals from satellite 2 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 22 Received and demodulated signals from satellite 3 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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The SDB system successfully communicated with satellites 1, 2, and 3. Bit synchronization was successful for BPSK, QPSK, and oQPSK,

respectively. The Viterbi and Reed–Solomon decoders also performed as expected. Since this validation was performed at a realistic commercial

TT&C infrastructure, we can conclude that the SDB system is one step closer to becoming mission ready.

6 | CONCLUSION

The validation methodology for a software-defined baseband (SDB) system has been presented. The process was first conducted in a laboratory

environment, where a commercial baseband and a satellite emulator were used. The performance results for the SDB TM receiver, which were

presented for uncoded and coded BPSK, showed appreciable degradation, which was expected for a practical communication system. The results

for power spectrum, modulation index, and PLOP operations validated the SDB TC transmitter. Finally, the SDB TM receiver was further validated

by successfully receiving and decoding signals from orbiting LEO satellites. Further work is needed to make the SDB system usable in practical

TM/TC missions. Single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) optimization is needed to improve data throughput. Data delivery system, such as SLE

services, is needed to facilitate data transfer between the SDB and end-users. Ranging functionality is an indispensable part of most TM/TC mis-

sions. This includes tone, pseudo-noise, and novel ranging techniques such as telemetry-ranging. Furthermore, an extensive validation campaign

with more satellites is also be needed.
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